Industrial Artifacts

Industrial Artifacts Downtown

1. HOT STAMPERS
   LANG GREEN

2. CALENDER ROLLERS
   FRANCIS GREEN

3. BAND SAW
   FRANCIS GREEN

4. ALLIGATOR SHEAR
   FRANCIS GREEN

5. HOT STAMPER SHEAR
   FRANCIS GREEN

6. PUNCH PRESS
   FRANCIS GREEN

7. WESTINGHOUSE TRANSFORMER
   CITY HALL - 2ND FLOOR LOBBY

8. STEAM ENGINE
   CITY HALL - 2ND FLOOR LOBBY

9. HUEHER BREWERY VAT DOORS
   CITY HALL - 2ND FLOOR LOBBY

10. GOVERNOR
    CITY HALL - 2ND FLOOR LOBBY

11. PURITAN SEWING MACHINE
    CITY HALL - CAO's RECEPTION AREA

12. DRILL PRESS
    REGISTRY THEATRE

Industrial Artifacts City Wide

13. BAND SAW
    GEORGE LIPPERT PARK

14. BOBBIN WINDER
    GLOBE STUDIOS

15. PLANET SOLE ROUNDER
    GLOBE STUDIOS

16. COMPRESSION TRANSFER PRESS
    IRON HORSE TRAIL AT PETER ST

17. TRUEING FIXTURE
    IRON HORSE TRAIL AT MILL ST

18. BULL GEAR
    IRON HORSE TRAIL AT CHERRY ST

19. PUNCH PRESS
    IRON HORSE TRAIL AT JOHN ST

20. INDUSTRIAL FIRE EXTINGUISHER
    FOREST HEIGHTS COMMUNITY CENTRE AND FIRE HALL

21. FROST RIPPER
    KITCHENER OPERATIONS FACILITY